FACT SHEET

Walt Disney Studios Home Entertainment debuts its first Blu-ray™ 3D release with Academy Award®-winning director Robert Zemeckis’ (Best Director, Forrest Gump in 1994) unique interpretation of Charles Dickens’ beloved tale, A Christmas Carol, starring Jim Carrey (Yes Man, Horton Hears a Who, Bruce Almighty) as multiple characters including the miserly Ebenezer Scrooge and the Ghosts of Christmases Past, Present and Yet to Come. Rounding out the stellar cast are Gary Oldman (Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix), Collin Firth (Love Actually, The Accidental Husband, Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason), Bob Hoskins (Who Framed Roger Rabbit) and Robin Wright (State of Play and Forrest Gump).

Disney’s A Christmas Carol is available in Disney Blu-ray 3D on an exclusive 4-Disc Blu-ray™ Combo Pack (Blu-ray 3D Disc™, Blu-ray Disc™, DVD and Digital Copy).

Also available on 1-Disc Blu-ray and 1-Disc DVD

Bonus Features:
BLU-RAY 3D Disc includes an exclusive 3D bonus feature, plus all the Blu-ray and DVD features:

- Mr. Scrooge’s Wild Ride - In this 3D bonus feature, director Zemeckis and the cast explain how 3D made the Dickens novella come to life. The feature explores how 3D technology brought a whole new dimension to the story, from the Ghost of Christmas Past whisking Scrooge through time, to the look and feel of the characters in 19th Century London.

BLU-RAY features include all of the DVD features plus:

- Behind The Carol: The Full Motion Capture Experience – A feature length picture-in-picture viewing mode takes the audience behind the scenes of motion capture filmmaking.
- Countdown to Christmas Interactive Calendar – 25 days of holiday surprises extend the holiday cheer, as viewers come back to discover what each door holds.
- Deleted Scenes – Six deleted scenes on the Blu-ray Disc.

DVD features include:

- Capturing A Christmas Carol – Actress Jacquie Barnbrook hosts a journey through the creative process of Disney’s A Christmas Carol.
- On Set With Sammi – Follow Sammi Hanratty, one of the film’s young stars, as she shares a kid’s eye view of an “anything but average” day on the set.
- Deleted Scenes – Three deleted scenes on the DVD.
Studio:
Walt Disney Pictures

Story:
From Walt Disney Pictures comes the magical retelling of Charles Dickens’ beloved tale - Disney’s A Christmas Carol, the high-flying, heartwarming adventure for the whole family. When three ghosts take penny-pinching Scrooge on an eye-opening journey, he discovers the true meaning of Christmas - but he must act on it before it’s too late. Complete with spirited bonus features, this exhilarating and touching Disney classic is destined to be part of a family holiday tradition, adding sparkle and heart to all Christmases yet to come.

STREET DATE: November 16, 2010
Suggested Retail Price: 4-Disc Blu-ray Combo Pack - $49.99 US; $56.99 Canada
1-Disc Blu-ray - $39.99 US; $44.99 Canada
1-Disc DVD - $29.99 US; $35.99 Canada
Rated: ‘PG’ US; Bonus Material not rated in the US; ‘PG’ CE; “G” CF
Run time: 96 minutes

The following technical specifications may only apply to the feature:
Aspect ratio: 2.4:1
Sound: Blu-ray - English 5.1 DTS-HD; French and Spanish 5.1 Dolby digital
          DVD - Dolby digital 5.1 surround sound
Subtitled: Spanish, French
Dubbed: Spanish, French